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        T57
You’ll have no trouble surrounding yourself with friends and family in this sporty and generously-proportioned bow rider. With a wealth of features 
which are conspicuously absent in its competitors’ equivalents, the T57 gives you an enviable combination of space, style, practicality and comfort 
for convivial days on the water. 

UNCOMPROMISED SECURITY ON BOARD                  FEATURES & BENEFITS

 Good cockpit depth for a secure feeling on board, even with 
young passengers thanks to the high freeboards 

 Easy access to the water via the stern side of the boat in 3 steps 
over the transom 

 Safe access to bow via wide steps that do no compromise the 
access to the cabin area 

 Convenient placed handgrips throughout the boat ensure 
stability and help you to get on and off the boat is easily 

   

LARGEST BOW SEATING IN ITS CATEGORY AND LOUNGE CONVERSION 

 Spacious bow area in U-shape to relax and socialize  
 The back rests of the seats in the bow put you in an ideal 

position facing forward, allowing you to see exactly where the 
boat is heading 

 The seating area converts into a luxurious sun deck, making the 
perfect environment for relaxing family trips and a sporting day 
out with friends 

 
 

INTELLIGENT STORAGE SOLUTIONS 

 1.- Integrated storage solution for the enclosed canvas and  
navigation lights underneath the top step at the rear of the boat.   

 2.3.4.5.- Storage compartments underneath the steps over the 
transom area to store the anchor, mooring equipment such as fender 
and ropes and an integrated swim ladder.  

 6.- For all those small items such  as sunglasses, documents and 
keys, there is a convenient glove box on the helm station 

 7.- Integrated storage for the optional 12v cool box and cockpit 
table below the deck  

 8.- Underneath the rear seats you will find a dedicated storage for 
the ski pole  and ample of space to store away water ski equipment 
and accessories 

 9.10.11.- A wealth of storage underneath each of the 3 bow seats  

 

CONVIVIAL COCKPIT 

 A spacious cockpit offers you flexibility and comfort on your 
day trips 

 Convivial cocktail dining table that seats 5 persons and which 
simply packs away when required to leave space to stretch out 
in the sun 

 The 12v cooler assures chilled food and drinks are always on 
hand even on the longest, warmest days 

 The separation between the bow and cockpit area offers wind 
protection while the integrated floor drain in the cockpit will 
take care of water coming from the bow  
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